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THIS IS PROPAGATION
By these methods our plants are multiplied

1. A "perfect" flower with both male and female parts; 2. seed; 3. softwood cutting; 4. half-ripe cutting; 5. hardwood cutting; 6. leaf-bud cutting; 7. root cuttings; 8. bulb; 9. bulbets; 10. corm; 11. tuberous root; 12. tuber; 13. sucker; 14. simple layer; 15. tip layer; 16. pot layer, or marcot; 17. air layer, or Chinese layer; 18. mound layer; 19. graft, whip and tongue; 20. graft, cleft; 21. graft, side; 22. budding; 23. inarching—a frequent natural graft. Not illustrated: division, leaf cutting, tissue culture